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This bestselling step-by-step guide has brought the pleasure of tantric massage to tens of thousands of couples. With more than one hundred detailed drawings, this practical and unusual
book provides easy-to-learn techniques so that anyone can enjoy this sensual form of lovemaking. TANTRIC MASSAGE is well known as one of the most accessible works to bring Tantra to
Western couples - such is its popularity that more than a quarter of a million of its readers have discovered the ease and intimacy of this ancient art.
A tantric massage practice for awakening and honoring male creative energy and allowing a man conscious, loving contact with his own masculinity • Empowers men to expand and deepen
their experience of arousal and sensuality • Demonstrates how deep relaxation is important to a strong and lasting erection • Shows how the lingam connects a man to his dynamic strength
while the prostate is linked to his more receptive side Lingam is the Sanskrit word for the male generative organ, the penis. In India, the lingam is revered as an expression of Shiva’s clarity,
symbolizing the fine sword that differentiates between truth and falsehood. The goal of a lingam massage is to provide a man conscious, loving contact with his own masculinity. Western
cultural expectations around sexual “performance” have created sexual difficulties for many men, including erectile dysfunction and premature ejaculation. Through loving touch, lingam
massage provides the deep relaxation that supports sustained erection, putting a man in touch with less familiar aspects of his sexuality, including the energetic responses of his perineum,
prostate gland, and anus. Lingam massage is not simply a hands-on technique but involves the conscious direction of energy throughout the body. It allows men to savor longer, deeper
orgasms and teaches taoist and tantric practices for conserving sexual energy. Over time, as his consciousness deepens, these practices give a man complete control over his ejaculation.
Tantric Massage HAVE YOU EVER DREAMED OF LIVERATING YOUR PARTNER’S MIND AND BODY OF STRESS SO THAT TOGETHER YOU COULD ACHIEVE TOTAL PEACE,
RELAXATION, AND SEXUAL SATISFACTION? This book can unlock those secrets through tantric massage. You can enhance your relationship by making your sex life more satisfying and
fulfilling. Tantric massage is a little known art that has the power to not only relax the mind and body, but also to enhance the intensity of pleasure that can be derived by both partners. You
Can Enhance Your Own Love Life Through The Guidance of This Book. Lovemaking can become boring and routine when you do the same thing repeatedly. Trying something new can not
only inject some much needed excitement into your lovemaking but can also prepare your mind and body to give and receive pleasure that exceeds anything you have ever experienced
before. Many people think that massage is only used to relieve physical aches and pains, but tantric massage in particular can do much more. # Lovemaking can become boring when you do
the same things over and over again. # Romance fizzles out when sexual intimacy is not satisfying. # Relationships inevitably end when physical intimacy erodes. Bring Your Sex Life to New
Heights With the Right Tantric Massage Techniques. Learning the techniques for a sensual massage can make you and your partner feel a deep level of connection that you haven’t
experienced before. Intimacy is built on touch, and by mastering the techniques given in this book, you can make your touch work wonders to electrify and stimulate yourself and your partner.
Tantric massage is an exciting prelude to a lovemaking session that can be unmatched in its intensity. Let's Take A Look At The Topics To Be Covered Getting in the Mood Aphrodisiac
Recipes The Pleasure of Touching and Being Touched Sensual Massages Knowing and Loving Yourself When you purchase the book “Tantric Massage” today, you’ll save $2 off the regular
price and get it for a limited timed discount of only $13.95 But Wait! That’s Not All, We Are Going To Offer You 7-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! Put us to the test! Try our product for up
to 7 days, risk-free. If for any reason you are not completely satisfied, return the e-book for a full refund. Would You Like To Know More? Look inside of the book then!! Scroll UP and make a
click on the cover to see the 10% of the book for FREE Download Your Copy Today! P.S - This Book is enrolled in 'KINDLE UNLIMITED', If you are a Kindle Unlimited Subscriber, Download
this book for FREE, and I bet, you will buy it afterwards for your collection and reference.
Tantric massage is a great way to provide erotic pleasure and sexual healing for you and your partner. Yoni (Vagina) and Lingam (Penis) are two of the oldest types of Tantric massage
techniques in the world. This basic guide will give you an introduction to simple and easy to learn techniques that you can start using right away. Includes graphic and explicit detail of sexually
stimulating massage. Do not read if you are uncomfortable with sexual massage techniques.
Have you ever heard of tantric massage before? If not, have you ever wondered what it was all about? Most likely you have heard of it. Maybe you even have a perception of what you think it
is... Most likely though your perception is a misperception. Tantric massage is a spiritual concept of energies and release. Tantric massage is based off of the 7 centers of energy located along
your spine. It is all about releasing those blocked energies, so that they can freely flow. There is a difference between tantric massage and erotic massage. A big difference. This book will
discuss those differences as well as include several love making techniques of tantric massage. Here is just a brief overview of what this book includes: 1.) What is tantric massage 2.) The
differences between tantric massage and a regular massage 3.) The misconceptions of tantric massage 4.) Information in regards to tantric massage facilities 5.) How tantric massage benefits
relationships 6.) How to section on tantric massage 7.) Several tips and hints on different techniques 8.) Ways to be more spontaneous in the bedroom 9.) Ways to make your tantric massage
more memorable 10.) Ways to have a better sex life 11.) Ways to become more confident 12.) Ways to release 13.) Make your relationship stronger Those were just a few of the topics that
this book covers. Hopefully one of those topics interested you. I mean who doesn't want to improve their relationship? This book will allow you the ability to try something new. This book
contains several tips and hints, so you will be prepared. The least you can do is try.... So try this book out today, and I promise you won't be sorry. This book could be exactly what you are
looking for. This book could be your sexual awakening, but you won't know until you try. Take action and read this book today ! also you can leave an review for this book i ?ll be very happy.
Become A Master of Tantric Sex and Tantric Massage! Are you looking for ways to enliven your sex life, which eventually lost its sting?Or maybe you just want to try something new and
exciting with your partner?In both cases this book is just what you need.This book has been written to solve the issue of having less intimacy than you have in your current relationship.
Alternatively, it has been written for those who do not yet have a relationship and wish to learn how to strengthen bonds before becoming involved in a relationship with that special person.
This is a benefit and life changer to the reader. As a result of reading this book you will greater general happiness and reach greater heights in their sex life. This will also improve how you feel
about yourself and how you deal with others. Did you know, that the chemicals released in the body will actually help the health and immune system of the body as well?Sex was created for
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our enjoyment! So enjoy!What you will learn from "Tantric massage":* What is Tantra?* Benefits of Tantric Sex and Tantric Massage* Exercises for Tantric Sex and Massage* How to give a
Tantric Lingam Massage* How to give a Tantric Yoni Massage* Preparing for Tantric Sex* Simple sex positions for TantraAnd much much more...Top 7 reasons to buy this book!* It's the most
easy to read and understand Tantric book you'll find and a lot of fun too!* It's a guide that hands you tools to succeed* It's full of the secrets of life and love!* No breaking the bank on therapists
to solve sexual issues that aren't biochemical* You will become much less stressed* You will reach new orgasmic heights* You will learn to love yourself!Buy a copy of the book right now and
enhance your relationships sex life with incredible Tantric Massage and Tantric Love Making Techniques.
Connect with your spiritual side through tantric massage Your body is a temple and it is time to worship through the sensual massage of tantra technique. Increase your understanding of the
pleasure centers of the male and female body through tantric massage and become a master of pleasure. Do you want to feel things you haven't before? Connect with your body? Get in tune
with your partner? All of this can be achieved through tantra massage. Buy this tantric massage guide to: Find you and your partner's erogenous zones through sensual massage Ease your
stress and worry less in the bedroom with tantra techniques View 10 sensual massage technique illustrations View 5 tantra positions to use with your partner Connect with your spiritual body
through tantric massage Explore new boundaries and sensations with tantra massage Bond more closely, openly and honestly with your partner Ready to dive in and explore your body for
ultimate spiritual pleasure? Buy this tantra massage guide to get spiritual in the bedroom tonight!
Like others, you have probably wondered what tantric sex is and how to incorporate it into your own sex life. Well, tantric sex isn't directed to only experience pleasure through intercourse, but
also to acknowledge your body and mind. That is why tantric sex's spiritual aspect is the same with yoga. For starters, it is recommended to practice the techniques in established relationships
because you will feel more comfortable sharing your body with your partner. Tantric sex is also recognized as a slow form of sex, which increases intimacy. It can be performed by anyone
interested to reboot their sex life and search for a new depth to love making. In this book, you will be further taken into the world of tantric sex that will help you learn more about the
techniques, sex positions, and other things related to it.
TANTRIC MASSAGE FOR BEGINNERS 3rd EDITION Discover The Best Essential Tantric Massage- and Tantric Love Making Techniques! Bonus Inside Are you and your partner starting to
feel distant with one another when you're in the bedroom together? Do you oftentimes wonder if there isn't something more that the two of you could be doing that would make you feel closer
to one another? Has someone maybe mentioned tantric sex to you in passing? If you've answered yes to one or more of those questions or you're just looking for a way to spice things up in
the bedroom as you deepen the connection between you and your partner, then this might be the book for you!You'll find information as to how the tantric sex movement got started over six
thousand years ago, and how you can start practicing it today with your partner without feeling the pressure of having sexual intercourse! At the end of the book, you'll be introduced to some
easy and a few not so easy positions that maximize the tantric sex experience! In this book, you'll find the following: What is Tantric Sex? The Benefits of Tantric Sex Importance of Sex in a
Relationship Types of Intimacy Beginning Exercises Basic Tantric Sex Techniques Tantric Massage Tantric Sex Positions for Beginners And much, much more... Want to find out more ? Buy
your copy today!
This book contains everything a woman needs to know about men and experiencing the best sex of her life. This is the second book in the series and is written for women.
In an open, honest and direct manner, discuss your personal sexual taboos with your partner and then break them! Here Is A Preview Of What You Will Learn... Myths and Reality of Tantric
Massage The Dogmas and Laws of Tantra An Intimate World of Tantric Massage Technique and Practice of Tantric Massage Massage of the Prostate Massage for Women During the Critical
Days Technique and Rules Tantric Sex Three Reasons to Have Tantric Sex The Practice, Which Could Lead to the "Valley Orgasm" Another Practice for Smooth Orgasm The Atmosphere
and Aura of Tantric Sex
Tantric Massage For Beginners! (Updated March 2016!) The Ultimate Beginners Crash Course To The Art Of Tantric Massage! Are You Ready To Learn All About Tantra? If So You've Come
To The Right Place - Regardless Of How Little Experience You May Have! Here's A Preview Of What This Amazing Book Contains... An Introduction To What Tantra Is All About The
Promises Of Tantra Tantric Breathing Techniques Setting the Tantric Mood Additional Tantric Preparation Tips Balancing of the Chakras Performing the Tantric Massage The Lingam
Massage The Yoni Massage Tantric Positions For The Bedroom And Much, Much More! Order Your Copy Now And Let's Get Started Today!
Deepen Your Intimacy and Improve Your Relationship with Tantric Massage! What is Tantra? What Tantric Massage? The Complete Guide to Tantric Massage for Beginners: Learn
Techniques for Tantric Massage, Sensual Massage and Love Making - Revitalize Your Sex Life explains the differences between these techniques and gives you everything you need to have
a beautiful experience with your partner. How do you practice Tantric Massage? This helpful book teaches you the 8 Rules of Tantric Massage: Understand the Essentials of Tantric Massage
Creating a Magical Ambience Always Communicate Build Mutual Intimacy Control Your Massage Strokes Breathe Constantly Hold Each Other The "Don'ts" of Tantric Massage When you get
this fascinating book, you'll discover the many benefits of Tantric Massage. By practicing together and setting good ground rules, you can cleanse your mind, improve your health, and boost
your relationship to a new level! This book includes a great number of techniques and positions for Tantric Massage and Tantric Sex! Order Your Copy of The Complete Guide to Tantric
Massage for Beginners: Learn Techniques for Tantric Massage, Sensual Massage and Love Making - Revitalize Your Sex Life Today! You'll be so glad you took this step - together with your
partner!
If you are looking for a way to turn up the heat in the bedroom, why not try out Tantric sex. More and more people are using Tantric massages and lovemaking practices to prolong their sexual
union, enhance their pleasure, and improve their sexual intimacy. And believe it or not, we are not talking about doubling or tripling your sexual pleasure. We are talking about improving your
sexual intimacy by a hundred times! If you do this right, you can prolong your Tantric lovemaking by not just an hour or two but make it last all day! Tantric sex is not about lovemaking on a
physical plane. It is not a dirty game of exhibitionism. It is pure and clean, and it is an art that needs to be mastered through learning. It is about connecting on a completely different level. It is
like a meditation or awakening at a level which can never happen when you just exist on the physical plane. So, what is Tantric massage and lovemaking really? Can you do it too? Where
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does it come from? How can you give a Tantric massage to your partner? Find out the answers to all these questions and much more in this guide.
T?ntr? i? ?n old h??ling technique which was formed m?n? ??nturi?? ago. It w?? f?rmul?t?d to release n?tur?l energy fr?m within th? b?d? t? d??l with ?h??i??l ?nd emotional trauma. As a
m?tt?r of fact, tantra i? ?r??ti??d in several w???. Tantric ??g?, t?ntri? ??x, t?ntri? m????g?, and t?ntri? m?dit?ti?n ?r? th? diff?r?nt t???? ?f tantra practiced in ?ur ???i?t? t?d??. It’s not one of
th??? ?rt? whi?h can b? m??t?r?d within a f?w days. It t?k?? ??v?r?l years ?r even d???d?? to ??rf?rm th? different f?rm? ?f tantra with ??rf??ti?n. H?ving ??id that, it’? ????ibl? to learn b??i?
t?ntri? m????g? t? ?r?vid? pleasurable m?m?nt? to ??ur ??rtn?r. Let's get started!
Deepen Your Intimacy and Improve Your Relationship with Tantric Massage!What is Tantra? What Tantric Massage?The Complete Guide to Tantric Massage for Beginners explains the
differences between these techniques and gives you everything you need to have a beautiful experience with your partnerHow do you practice Tantric Massage?This helpful book teaches you
the 8 Rules of Tantric Massage: Understand the Essentials of Tantric Massage Creating a Magical Ambience Always Communicate Build Mutual Intimacy Control Your Massage Strokes
Breathe Constantly Hold Each Other The "Don'ts" of Tantric Massage When you unravel this fascinating book, you'll discover the many benefits of Tantric Massage. By practicing together and
setting good ground rules, you can cleanse your mind, improve your health, and boost your relationship to a new level!This book includes a great number of techniques and positions for
Tantric Massage and Tantric Sex!Read The Complete Guide to Tantric Massage for Beginners Today!You'll be so glad you took this step - together with your partner!
Deepen your intimacy and improve your relationship with tantric massage! What is tantra? What is tantric massage? Tantric Massage for Beginners explains the differences between these
techniques and gives you everything you need to have a beautiful experience with your partner. How do you practice tantric massage? This helpful book teaches you the eight rules of tantric
massage: Understand the essentials of tantric massage Creating a magical ambience Always communicate Build mutual intimacy Control your massage strokes Breathe constantly Hold each
other The "don'ts" of tantric massage When you listen to this fascinating book, you'll discover the many benefits of tantric massage. By practicing together and setting good ground rules, you
and your partner can cleanse your minds, improve your health, and boost your relationship to a new level! This audiobook includes a great number of techniques and positions for tantric
massage! Listen to Tantric Massage for Beginners today! You'll be so glad you took this step - together with your partner!
Tantric Massage BONUS FREE CHAPTERS : Kama Sutra, The Modern Guide to Kama Sutra The world of tantric lovemaking is a mysterious and exciting one. We''ve all likely heard of tantra
when it comes to massage and sex, usually from an adventurous friend, but so few of us know what tantric lovemaking is and what it could do for our relationships. Tantra as it is known to us
in the modern world of lovemaking has its roots in ancient Hindu tradition. The concept behind it is to make the spiritual physical and to make the divine into the everyday. Here these principles
are used to allow lovers to take control of their passions and bodies to better connect to their partner and to have intimacy that is longer, more intense, and more loving. Feel that your love life
has been stuck in a rut? Want to make love for longer and have the full-bodied orgasms that always just felt out-of-reach? Tantra lovemaking will help you experiment in the bedroom in a way
that is in tune to your personal needs and desires. With easy to follow and jargon-free guidance you will be taught the philosophy of tantric lovemaking, how it has entered the western world,
and how it can be folded into our own relationship. You will be taught breathing and meditative exercises that let you have a new control over you mind, feelings, emotion and body. You will
learn how to control your sexual energy to direct it where you choose and to use it to compliment your partner''s own sexual energy. Discover every contour of your body, how your own sexual
needs manifest, and how to fill your own desires while giving your partner maximum pleasure. Tantric massage and sex can seem like a lavish goal that will take years of training and selfdiscipline. The truth is that with the tools given in this book you will see an immediate increase in the amount of sex you have and how much intense it is. You can then use these basic tools to
help you grow as lovers and as a partnership. Tantric lovemaking can be used not only for prolonged and mind-blowing tantric sex or tantric massage, but it can also be used to bring you and
your partner closer together. Bring back the closeness, love and spark to your everyday life. Discover how to communicate more openly about your fantasies and insecurities, and how to
communicate with your body to understand your partner on a new level. You will become more aware of the beauty of your partner, what makes them tick, and what truly gets them off. Tantric
lovemaking can also be used to improve body image, to close a rift, or to heal past hurts. Once you have learned how to use tantra to control your body, breath and mind you will taught how to
use these principles to better pleasure yourself and your partner. You will then be given a tantric massage guide that is suitable for complete beginners. It is a guide to tantric massage for
couples, which tells you how to use tantra to give each other an erotic massage you will never forget. After the massage you will be taken into the world of tantric sex: how to introduce it during
foreplay, how to increase intimacy and closeness, and how to prolong sex so it lasts for hours. Principles from Kama Sutra will be introduced to ensure that the sex positions you use create
the most pleasure for each lover. Learn how both men and women can become multi-orgasmic, discover which sex positions work for both partners, and see how to use tantric massage for
couples during your lovemaking to make sex into an all-consuming experience which can be used to relax deeper than you have and see the world in a whole new way. The world of tantric
lovemaking is yours to explore and to allow you to discover the kind of intimacy and passion you thought was only to be found in erotic fiction.
Many couples feel stacked in their love life - If you are a woman and your partner didn't touch you in years, what do you do? How can you bring back erotic play in your relationship? - This
book gives you core essential techniques to get your partner excited again - I don't think that ANY MAN would be able to resist the pleasures that this type of approaches triggers - They are so
powerful and so unknown by the vast majority of women and men out there! - Why is that? Because sex is still VERY taboo! - Information on what works and what doesn't with sexual
behaviors does not circulate freely! - On top of that, people are often ashamed by their desires and sexual needs - They try to suppress them instead of embracing them - So, here is what I
suggest, get these techniques and start using them in your couple to multiply the passion and complicity in your relationship - I will share with you... A simple technique that instantly boost how
much sex you have in your couple - How to give feed back when you like something - How to master ejaculation control - A simple ingredient that triples the pleasure any man gets from a
lingam massage - Why so many couples fail in keeping sexual play alive - The key mistake women make when massaging a man's lingam - How to take control and lead an erotic play session
- and so much more! - So many people out there are frustrated because they feel their partner under performs in the bedroom - They want THIS but have no idea how to ask for it - If you are a
guy and long to get your wife or girlfriend to be more erotically creative and develop skills to please you WAY better, get this for her - If you are a woman and your partner struggles with
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performance anxiety and ejaculates too fast, teach him these sex mastery techniques - If your couple is sexually bored and needs to wake up erotic play again, this is THE book to read!
TOGETHER! - In fact I believe that ANYONE who is serious about mastering their sex life SHOULD read this! - These are the erotic play strategies you should have discovered a long time
ago - It will give you a new edge in your sex life that you will love and remember for ever!
A prostate massage is, just like a Lingam massage, an exquisite pleasure for sex gourmets! It can be deeply relaxing or very arousing - and both at once. The prostate massage is very
sensuous, however, very few men are familiar with it, as the prostate is more difficult to reach - similar to the female G-spot. Because the prostate is connected to different nerves than the
penis, the feeling is completely new to some men. Furthermore, penis and prostate can be stimulated simultaneously, so unknown combinations become possible. The anal area is a taboo
zone for many, or constrained with shame. Whoever dares to enter virgin soil in spite of that, learns the right technique and observes a few basic hygienic measures, will be richly rewarded for
his courage. To discover anal massage for themselves is an enrichment for couples, deepens their intimacy and improves each partner's attitude towards his/her own body. Be inspired by the
illustrations and short descriptions without having to read a whole book. This quick reference is high-quality laminated and thus very hard-wearing, ideal for versatile use during massage or
love-making. Contents: - Preparations - How can I massage with long nails? - Hygiene tips for the anal massage - Male anal and prostate anatomy - Massage steps - 4 good positions for a
prostate massage - 6 massage techniques for the rosette - 5 massage grips for prostate massage from outside and inside - No fear of pain! - Am I homosexual? - Making communication work
- Anal toys
Arousal, pleasure and relaxation: A Lingam Massage can be sensuous and exciting, but also calm and relaxing. Start with no intention of going anywhere. If the man gets aroused very quickly,
spread this energy with long strokes over the whole body. It can be supportive if he breathes deeply. Remind him to relax in case you notice him tense. For many men it is new that their
Lingam is at the center of a en on while they don t have to do anything except for taking the me for their own sensations. The Mindful Lingam Massage Quick Reference offers an illustrated
short summary of the essential Lingam massage techniques and is a valuable inspiration for every lover. Working with the quick reference is a fun way to deepen your understanding of the
male genital massage. The quick reference has a high-quality lamination that makes it hard-wearing, ideal for versatile use during massaging or love-making.
Are You Ready To Spice Up Your Sex Life & Rekindle Your Relationship? You're not the only one! Follow thousands of others before you by exploring the tantric sex life and the wonders it
can do for your relationship! I know what it's like for sex to get a tad boring, or even dull. The reality is, couples all across the world experience this feeling from time to time. If sexual intimacy
isn't nourished properly, it can become just another task or chore, and given enough time can really break down the spirits of both partners in a relationship. Both people become unfulfilled
and look for other sources to reach the intimate bond and connection that their sex life used to provide to them. That was the problem in my marriage, and to be quite honest, I avoided
accepting the issue way longer than I should have. My partner and I spent less time together, started sleeping in separate beds, and even kissing become a rarity. Eventually, it became too
much for me, and I went down a long road of relearning what sexual intimacy is, and how to rekindle it within a broken relationship (or marriage). That's when I discovered the incredible art of
the tantric massage. You see, a tantric sex life isn't just about doing the deed for the sake of it. It's about bringing couples to a higher level of awareness and sexual connection, heightening
pleasure while also forming a stronger intimate bond between lovers. Tantric sex explores all facets of the body and mind, building up the raw sexual energy that we're all familiar with and
releasing it upwards through the spine. It's not just about the physical pleasure, but about slowing down, and rediscovering each other in a way you've never seen before. I invite you to come
experience this journey with me, and rekindle your relationship in the same way! Here Is What I Will Teach You... The Myths Surrounding A Tantric Sex Life The Exhilarating Tantric Breast
Massage The Incredible Yoni Massage The Breathtaking Man's Lingam Massage Secrets Of The "Sacred Spot" In Men & Women Much, much more! Rediscover your intimate lover when you
buy your copy today! A new sex life is waiting!
Not your average massage guide, this book is the story of how the author earns a living working in a counselling and therapy practice that also specialises in tantra and lingam massage.You
will read how she left her professional career in the UK and moved to Germany, embracing the rather more naked lifestyle. She tells us how she found work in a tantra massage studio and you
can read her honest and sometimes funny descriptions of the techniques that she uses in her tantra and body to body massages.This is not a spiritual tantra kind of book. It is rather a
humorous and down to look at how the author deals with the clients who want to touch her inappropriately and how she feels when there is some strong chemistry occurring on the massage
table.This is an interesting book for anyone who wonders what really goes on inside a tantra massage studio, and for people who would like to learn some lingam massage techniques from
someone who carries them out as part of her daily work.
Lingam MassageAwakening Male Sexual EnergyDestiny Books
Tantra Massage The Useful Guide for Sensual Tantric Massage If you are looking for the Practical Guide of Tantric massage, this book is for you. The techniques are given in this book are used to massage
the primary erogenous zones of our body to experience stronger emotions while being close with our partner. You will find practical instructions on how to give tantric massage to your partner and how to
enjoy it together. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: A Brief Introduction to Tantra Massage How to Perform Tantra Massage on a Man How to Give Tantra Massage to a Woman Tantric Exercises for
Couples or Singles Download Your Copy Now...
Enter a world combining sexual and spiritual dimensions, that adapts from the ancient East to use today in the West. Presents specific, practical massage techniques for the whole body. Tantric Massage is
written for those with more esoteric and meditative interests. B & W line drawings and color paintings enrich this erotic, intimate guide.
Tantric Massage Grab this GREAT physical book now at a limited time discounted price! Sex life feeling dull? Not feeling fully satisfied? Lacking that special connection with your lover? Tantric Massage is the
book for you. Within these pages you'll find a comprehensive guide on the extensive benefits Tantric sensuality can bring to your sex life. Tantric Massage covers Tantric philosophies, tips and techniques,
how to achieve the ultimate orgasm and much, much more. Man or woman, gay or straight, if you are looking to take your sex life to the next level, look no further. This is the book for you! Here Is What You'll
Learn About... What Is Tantric Massage? Tantric Massage And Sex Tantric Massages And Orgasms Is It Different For Men And Woman? Benefits Of Tantric Massage How Do You Know If It's For You
Techniques And Types Keeping Tantric Massage And Sex Healthy Much, much more! Order your copy of this fantastic book today!
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A tantric massage practice for awakening and enhancing women’s innate sensual, emotional, and spiritual energies • Provides emotional healing by releasing traumatic memories stored in the yoni •
Includes exercises that use sexual energy to cleanse and stimulate the chakras • Empowers women to draw strength and radiant vitality from the restored connection to their innermost core “Yoni” is the
Sanskrit word for the female genitalia, describing not only the anatomy but also encompassing the energetic and spiritual dimensions. While a yoni massage offers women the opportunity to enhance their
sexuality, Michaela Riedl shows that the effects of this practice are much more profound and have ramifications affecting every area of life. Long held inhibitions in the West about sexuality and the shame
and guilt associated with the sexual zones of the body have created deep-seated barriers that prevent individuals from fully expressing themselves. The practices provided in Yoni Massage are designed to
allow women to overcome these barriers and reconnect to their innermost core and deepest feminine nature. Yoni massage is not simply a hands-on technique but involves the conscious direction of energy
throughout the body through deep breathing and visualization. It provides women the ability to cleanse and energetically stimulate the chakras as well as achieve emotional healing by releasing the traumatic
pain that often becomes seated in the yoni. The author explains that the relegation of this important spiritual and energetic center to a “private part” hinders the process of enlightenment. Once women are
able to be in touch with their yoni energy, their connection to the entire web of life is restored to its rightful place.
From the Thai Sandwich Massage in Thailand to the no-pants massages of Vietnam, Thailand, Bali, Jakarta, lingam and yoni massages in the Philippines, and Russian Tantric, Nude Finnish, and accidental
sex massages in New York City, this humorous, non-pc, totally honest report of massages will make you laugh, think, and understand. You don't even have to be a massage lover; the variety of characters
that you encounter, the travel details, cultural tidbits: they make it readable, accessible. This book combines three of the author's books--The Uncensored Massage: Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, China; The
Uncensored Massage: Massage and Sex in America and elsewhere; and Lingam and Yoni Massage: A Safe Sex, Antiwar, and Economic Recovery Tool. In addition, it contains two chapters which are not
published in any other book or independently. So you get not just three but 3.2 for the price of one! Category: Travel, Sociology, Humor, Memoir, Massage. Search Keywords/Categories: Travelogue
Southeast Asia USA India China, Sensual Erotic Sexual Massage, Sandwich Soapy Massage, Two-girl massage erotic threesome, Thailand Thai Massage in Pattaya Bangkok Hat Yai, Cambodia Massage
Phnom Penh, Special Interest Travel, Philosophy of Massage Erotic or Prudish Massage, True Story Confessions Nonfiction Narrative Sociology, Indonesian Massage, Indonesian Sexy Massage, Bali, New
York massage, Massage in India.
Tantric sex has a famous reputation. Most people think of Sting and his reputed 36-hour long lovemaking sessions, for example. Once the tantric massages are complete, our partners should be deeply open
and relaxed, aroused, and ready to engage in lovemaking. Bringing this same focus and energy to our lovemaking sessions increases the intimacy of our unions and heightens the pleasure for both parties.
TANTRIC MASSAGE FOR BEGINNERS: HOW TO GIVE A FULL BODY ORGASM WITH TANTRIC MASSAGE AND 23 BEST TANTRIC SEX POSITIONS WITH ILLUSTRATIONS We all want to create
something beautiful and memorable, especially with our loved ones. Delve into the mystical intense world of Tantra, the ancient Hindu love practice to bring a new dimension into your relationship, and, indeed
your life. Experience the reawakening of energy using ancient massage and love techniques, and learn how to harness this energy to heighten your relationship to new levels. The benefits extend far beyond
the bedroom, however, and you will be gratified at how enriched your life will become, even in other relationships, your work, and even your hobbies. This book presents detailed descriptions on how to give
and receive satisfying tantric massage, how to set the mood for a successful Tantric session, techniques to enhance the experience, the Tantric sex cycle, and a myriad of Tantric sex positions to experiment
with. Be sure to take note of how each Tantric position fits into your overall coupling experience with our simple rating guide. Ultimately, enjoy yourself as you enter a whole new Tantric world!
+ FREE BOOK Buy this book and get BOOK for FREE If you are looking for the Practical Guide of Tantric massage, this book is for you. The techniques are given in this book are used to massage the
primary erogenous zones of our body to experience stronger emotions while being close with your partner. You will find practical instructions how to give tantric massage to your partner and how to enjoy it
together. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: - A Brief Introduction to Tantra Massage- How to Perform Tantra Massage on a Man - How to Give Tantra Massage to a Woman - Tantric Exercises for
Couples or SinglesEnjoy reading and practicing, and do not forget to receive your FREE BONUS BOOK All the instructions you will find at the end of the book.Good luck!

You are about to embark on a wonderful journey. Would you like to feel more intense excitement than ever before? Experience more love for yourself and others than you ever imagined
possible? Have the best sex ever - truly, because it is not just sex, it is much more? Iy you answered yesget ready to be transformed, to feel freer, and more enthusiasticabout yourself and
your life. I can make these promises to you because I know it is possible and because I have seen inspiring transformations happen to men and woman of all ages, young and old, when
embarking on the exciting journey you can make in this book. In this part, I will introduce you to the ancient arts of TANTRIC MASSAGE that started in the Eastern parts of the world thousands
of years ago but that were lost over the centuries until now. You will learn powerful breathing techniques, ways to generate powerful surges of sexual energy through your body, how to honor
yourself and your partner, and all the basics to get started on the tantric path into deeper intimacy and higher states of ecstatic consciousness.
Tantric massage is wonderful massage therapy that stimulates sexual energies to have a variety of outcomes. Many people falsely believe that Tantric massages are a sexual act, likely
because of the way they use sexual energy to stimulate pleasure in the recipient. The reality is that a true Tantric massage will not end in a sexual act and will instead end in the recipient
experiencing a full-body orgasm as a result of the pleasurable massage they receive. Giving a Tantric massage is a lot easier than it may seem. However, there are some strategies and
techniques that you need to know before you get started. "Tantric Massage: The Ultimate Beginners Guide to Tantric Massage Techniques" will teach you exactly what you should know
before you start practicing Tantric massages on someone else. You will learn about: - The essence of a tantric massage - Why it is beneficial for men and women - How to give a Tantric
massage to both men and women - Things to consider - Tips to enhance the process If you are ready to begin exploring the world of Tantric massages and the benefits they can have, this
book is the perfect place for you to get started.
Erotic massage is the missing ingredient to incredible mind, body and emotional pleasure and satisfaction. The power of touch to seduce, tease, pleasure and create mind blowing sensations
can not be disputed. This guide covers ancient and modern techniques to erotic and sensual massage, seduction, the key massage strokes, how to create a sensual environment. Discover
power tips to putting the fun and passion back into your relationship, and if you're looking for something just a bit extra - this erotic and tantric massage guide will take your pleasure to an all
new high. This book includes over 40 photographs and drawings to illustrate key points. You will learn erotic and tantric massage techniques as well as full body sensual massage. The full
body sensual massage techniques will relax the entire body and soothe the mind and soul. Learn how to create a seductive atmosphere for your lover to take their pleasure to an all new level.
The intimate or tantric massage techniques have incredible health and emotional benefits such as increased appreciation and acceptance of the body and intimate areas, increased libido,
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arousal and orgasmic potential. These techniques include yoni or vaginal massage, sensual breast massage, as well as prostate and lingam or penis massage. Whether your relationship has
lost it's spark or you are simply looking to add more pleasure and satisfaction to your loving, erotic massage is the secret ingredient to powerful seduction, arousal and a whole body orgasm.
As well as massage the book covers how to increase sexual pleasure and excitement through lovemaking and oral sex.
Tantric sex for couples In?tru?ti?n? f?r Lingam M????g? is a Tantric Massage book for couples.Get these techniques f?r Lingam M????g? and start using them in your couple to multiply the
passion and complicity in your relationship. Discover new pleasures. A Guid? To Ling?m M????g? - Content: - Tantric Massage - Y?ni M????g? - Ling?m M????g? - H?w To Perform A Ling?m
Massage - Ling?m M????g?, Alt?rn?tiv? Th?r??? T? Addr??? Impotence - Wh?t I? th? E??i??t W?? t? L??rn T?ntric M????g? So if you want to learn tantric massage for couples you are right
with this book.
Do you feel disconnected from your partner? Do you feel that something is stopping you from expressing yourself physically? Do you want to add some spice to your sex life and improve your
intimacy quotient? Do you want to learn about the different ways in which you and your partner can pleasure each other? Are you curious about learning about different practices of Tantra? If
your answer is yes for any of the questions mentioned above, then this is the perfect book for you. In the course of this book, you will learn: The meaning of Tantric massage and its various
benefits What are essential oils and how you can make your own massage oils at home The different techniques and essentials of giving a tantric massage Various methods used during
tantric massage Various male and female tantric massages How to give an aromatherapy massage Ways in which tantric massage will help to reignite the spark in your sex life This book
provides all the information that you will need to know about tantric massage and the different techniques of tantric massage that you can use. All the information regarding will help you to
form a bond with your partner that surpasses the physical realm! So, what are you waiting for? Let's get started! Buy your copy today!
Tantric rub down is a style of rub down or bodywork that attracts on the concepts of tantric, an historical religious exercise originating in vital and Southeast Asia. In most contemporary-day
practice in the West, tantric massage entails massaging and stimulating the total body with particular consciousness on touchy regions like the penis and vulva. It is on occasion called clearly
an erotic massage, despite the fact that a tantric rubdown also includes breath work, meditation, and mindfulness factors and is not always sexual. GET YOUR COPY NOW!
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